
Dear Gene: 
 
In your latest missive you asked us designers developers to let you know of new projects we are 
working on.  Well, mine is "Ancient Civilizations of the Inner Sea" (this is a working title, but I 
am seeking to invent something snappier).  For brevity’s sake, we’ll reference the new game as 
simply The Inner Sea. 
 
This is a simple, quick set up, fast playing Euro-style Civilization-class game with area 
movement, wooden disks, event cards – and, get this, NO DICE. 
 
It has solitaire rules for a Fall of Rome scenario, as well one for the rise and trials of Ancient 
Egypt, along with over 20 different starting positions for basic, open and historical games for two 
to six players.  The rules are only 14 typed pages (page 1 of which is below to give you a sense of 
what this game entails).   
 
There is also a Playbook which contains the starting set ups for games comprising this rich 
package and, of course, the solitaire rules.  The entertaining solitaire game takes an hour to play, 
and the short scenarios can be completed in about two hours.  Longer games covering most or all 
of the four Epochs, each Epoch can take up to four turns, can be completed in a single sitting. 
 
The original concept for the game came from one of my oldest friends - Christopher Vorder 
Bruegge, whom I have known and worked with for over 45 years.  He was my co-designer for 
East Wind Rain in the '80s and has been a key play tester and contributor to each of the other 16 
designs of mine that have been published (as well as a few that never quite got there).     
 
As you know from Fred’s previous note to you, he is already on board.  He has played it several 
times with me and also with Chris.  Fred’s career is now based in the D.C. area where Chris 
resides (as well as Fred’s long time gaming buddy from the Bronx, Oliver, who is also in the 
area) so play testing is underway in Virginia. I ahave a couple of guys here in New Hampshire 
who have been playing The Inner Sea with me and who also are having a blast with the design. 
 
Thanks to your intervention, Elizabeth provided both Fred and myself the colorful wooden disks 
which now grace our The Inner Sea play test sets Fred has been working his eagle-eye editing 
magic and is very excited about the game.  It is great fun to again be working with Fred on a new 
title 
 
This is my simplest, cleanest design yet - and it will stay that way, as I want a fast-playing, light 
game that not only wargamers but also Euro-gamers can enjoy.  Gene, this genre of game, of a 
type GMT does not frequently offer, could be an excellent fit for your ever-expanding repertoire 
of tasty P-500 offerings… an offering which could serve as a “gateway” for Euro-gamers to 
better appreciate (and purchase!), GMT’s wide range of games for all tastes. 
 
So consider this an update from both Fred and myself.  Your feedback would be much 
appreciated.  Thanks Gene! 
 
 
 
 



Ancient Civilizations of the Inner Sea 
by Christopher Vorder Bruegge & Mark McLaughlin; 
with the talents of Fred Schachter, editor and game developer 
 
-1. Introduction 
 
Ancient Civilizations of the Inner Sea is an exciting, easy-to-learn, easy-to-play but 
challenging to master abstract game in which player's guide the renowned and legendary 
civilizations that surged and receded around the shores of the Mediterranean, which the 
Romans aptly called the Mare Internum, or Inner Sea.   
 
Ancient Civilizations of the Inner Sea is not just one game but many games. From one to 
six players will take the role of one, two or even three of these civilizations as they 
compete across up to four epochs on land and sea, seeking to make their indelible mark 
on history through conquest and the building of cities and great wonders thereby 
becoming the dominant power of their age.  
 
-2. Components 
Inside The Inner Sea box gamers will find: 
-a 17 x 44 mounted game board 
-400 round wooden playing pieces (Tiles), with 50 each of 8 colors. 
- 7 square wooden blocks with stickers for “Wonders” 
-five large White cylinders with gold stars at one base (to designate the Epoch, Turn and 
location of an upcoming Competition and/or Areas which require special Competition-
related consideration.) 
-2 Player Aid Sheets (with the End of Epoch Table on the reverse) 
-a Victory Point Display with Holding Area for “Wonders” 
-8 Civilization Displays 
-110 Playing Cards 
-this Rule Book 
-a Playbook - which includes Scenarios, Examples of Play and Optional Rules 
 
-3. The Game Board 
The game board contains 107 spaces or "areas" of play.  These include: 
 
-37 Sea Areas, most of which are separated from adjacent Sea Areas by Yellow 
Borders. These are further identified by their names, which appear in small italics: 
Aegean Sea, Tyrrhenian Sea, Pillars of Hercules, etc.  (Two areas, Red Sea and Atlantic, 
in the lower right and upper left map corners, respectively lack such borders, as they are 
not adjacent to any other Sea Areas) 
 -Two Sea Areas are Deep Sea Areas (the EASTERN and CENTRAL 
 MEDITERRANEAN): They are identified by bold, italicized, all-capital letters 
 type and are outlined in Black Borders.   



-70 Land Areas, most of which are separated from adjacent Land Areas by White 
Borders.   All Land Areas are further identified by their names, which appear in large, 
bold type:  e.g. Atlas, Numidia, Macedon, Tyre, etc. 


